
Chronicles of an Island Parish no 68 – Birthday Special 

Dear Well-wishers, 

My first thoughts on my 79 Birthday are directed to and on behalf of my 
Father & Mother…and by natural extension my Grandparents on both sides 
whom I knew for many years until well into young adult life. 

I had several very practical gifts (Sunlight/Fairy dishing liquid, bin bags & a 
bottle of KWV Sauvignon Blanc and I am appreciative of all. Though I think I 
should use the word ‘present’ as the word ‘Gift’ in German and ‘gif’ in 
Afrikaans means something dramatically different as did the word originally 
mean so in English and I know this was not intended so nonetheless THANK 
YOU. 

And then I think of Friends, some of you who will receive this Special Birthday 
Chronicles, not that I am being selective as friendships are frequently 
determined by where you are, circumstances and the normal journeys of lives 
like ships meeting on diverse voyages; rejoicing and sharing in company and 
then pass-by sailing beyond sight of one another as their own specific 
voyages continue. 

I’m very blessed actually for the reason that several of you reading this are 
either unsure as to the actual date of my Birthday…cord 14th Augustso well-
wishes start coming in in late July until several days after the actual date; but 
for the record: 14th August; anniversary of St Maximillian Kolbe and the eve 
of Our Lady being assumed into heave, 

So my 79 Birthday was Friday though I am actually already now 80 years old 
counting from the day of my birthday that is in my eightieth year of life…the 
Orientals seem to have got the right perception of counting whereas the 
Occidentals not: counting 79 in reality 80. (cf: Occident is the original word in 
English and opposite of Orient) so if we have Orientals we must have 
Occidentals. Almost the same as Middle East is the Levant– according to the 
daily BBC Weather report. 

How does the designation Occidentals feel for those of you in or of Europe? I 
know the word ‘Accidentals” is too close for comfort….I guess the Orientals 
might say: Peripherals. Basta! 

For those of you by now ‘cracking your heads’ over this argument: a Birthday 
is actually an Anniversary so your very first Birthday as a toddler your parents 
are celebrating the first anniversary of your birth ergo 12 months of life, not 
the first day of your birth…..Get it! So those of us brave enough to accept this 
point of view are actually older than you would want others to believe. 

But Whatever! The reason for this mail is to express my sincere gratitude that 
those of you knowing it was my Birthday reached out to me for which I am 



heartily grateful …present are not the basis but the gestures of friendship and 
kindness. 

Last year for the occasion I organized and invited a very small select group to 
a Japanese based meal at the Mantis Hotel, which is now mothballed 
because of total absence of visitors. This year for particular reason a 
Saturday afternoon Open House of substantial snacks at the Standard bar 
with a limited Bar-Tab for all who wish to come, coming and going when you 
wish to. 

Roy Richards is the chef who prepared the snacks, who spent years aboard 
the RMS was then the chef at the Mantis (who prepared the Japanese 
cuisine) and is now free-lancing from home…I think the technical term is 
Home Catering? Besides the overwhelming snacks, a large pot of steaming 
gently spicy butternut soup and a three-tier iced Birthday cake of lemon zest, 
gin & ginger, the icing being Air Force Blue to signify Blue Sapphire Gin 
topped with numerals ‘79’ which could and were lit and a small impressive 
sparking ‘firework’. 

While the festivities continued this morning after Holy Mass at our regular 
Sunday post-Mass social of a mocha cake made with brown sugar, golden 
syrup & coffee on request, I should add. 

Just for the record Napoléon Bonaparte and I were born only one day apart 
though different years and different places….I guess it does make a 
difference and most definitely different ‘career choices’. 

Take care; be safe (sadly avoid strangers) and my priestly blessing as we 
journey onwards to the next hurdle of life. 

 + Father David 


